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Question:
I was looking for the Visitors' Center at Memorial Hall, where all the tours used to originate. It's not there any longer. Where is
the Visitor Center?
Answer:
The Visitor Center and tours have moved to 295 Galvez [1], at the corner of Galvez and Campus Drive. It's diagonally across
from the Arrillaga Alumni Center [2].
The Visitor Center is accessible by Stanford’s free Marguerite Line B [3] shuttle. Visitors can take the Marguerite Line B
Clockwise from the Palo Alto Transit Center to the Alumni Center stop at 326 Galvez Street. From campus, take the
Marguerite Line B Counter-Clockwise to the stop in front of the Visitor Center. All Marguerite buses are wheelchair accessible
and are equipped with bicycle racks.
Visitor parking is available at the Visitor Center Lot [4] [L-95] off Galvez Street, between Campus Drive and Nelson Road.
Pay machines accept credit cards, cash, and coins (exact amount recommended -- pay machines do not provide change). For
event parking assistance, send an email to parkingoperations@stanford.edu [5].
If you need assistance with alternative transportation to the Visitor Center or to Stanford for events or commutes, send an email
to commuteclub@stanford.edu [6].
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